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61. What is the use of ANALYZE command ?

To perform one of these function on an index,table, or cluster: 

- to collect statisties about object used by the optimizer and store them in the data dictionary. 

- to delete statistics about the object used by object from the data dictionary.

- to validate the structure of the object.

- to identify migrated and chained rows of the table or cluster.

MANAGING DISTRIBUTED DATABASES.

62. How can we reduce the network traffic ?

- Replictaion of data in distributed environment.

- Using snapshots to replicate data.

- Using remote procedure calls.

63. What is snapshots ? 

Snapshot is an object used to dynamically replicate data between distribute database at specified time intervals. In ver 7.0 they 

are read only.

64. What are the various type of snapshots ?

Simple and Complex.

65. Differentiate simple and complex, snapshots ? 

- A simple snapshot is based on a query that does not contains GROUP BY clauses, CONNECT BY clauses, JOINs, sub-query 

or snashot of operations.

- A complex snapshots contain atleast any one of the above.

66. What dynamic data replication ? 

Updating or Inserting records in remote database through database triggers. It may fail if remote database is having any problem. 

67. How can you Enforce Refrencial Integrity in snapshots ?

Time the references to occur when master tables are not in use. 

Peform the reference the manually immdiately locking the master tables. We can join tables in snopshots by creating a complex 

snapshots that will based on the master tables.

68. What are the options available to refresh snapshots ? 

COMPLETE - Tables are completly regenerated using the snapshot's query and the master tables every time the snapshot 

referenced.

FAST - If simple snapshot used then a snapshot log can be used to send the changes to the snapshot tables. 

FORCE - Default value. If possible it performs a FAST refresh; Otherwise it will perform a complete refresh. 

69. what is snapshot log ? 

It is a table that maintains a record of modifications to the master table in a snapshot. It is stored in the same database as master 

table and is only available for simple snapshots. It should be created before creating snapshots. 

70. When will the data in the snapshot log be used ? 

We must be able to create a after row trigger on table (i.e., it should be not be already available )

After giving table privileges. 

We cannot specify snapshot log name because oracle uses the name of the master table in the name of the database objects that 

support its snapshot log.

The master table name should be less than or equal to 23 characters. 

(The table name created will be MLOGS_tablename, and trigger name will be TLOGS name). 

72. What are the benefits of distributed options in databases ? 

Database on other servers can be updated and those transactions can be grouped together with others in a logical unit. 

Database uses a two phase commit.

MANAGING BACKUP & RECOVERY

73. What are the different methods of backing up oracle database ?

- Logical Backups

- Cold Backups

- Hot Backups (Archive log)

74. What is a logical backup ? 

Logical backup involves reading a set of databse records and writing them into a file. Export utility is used for taking backup and 

Import utility is used to recover from backup.

75. What is cold backup ? What are the elements of it ? 

Cold backup is taking backup of all physical files after normal shutdown of database. We need to take.

- All Data files.

- All Control files.

- All on-line redo log files.

- The init.ora file (Optional)
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